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Special Section on Selected Papers from the 18th Workshop on Circuits and Systems in Karuizawa



Scalable VLSI Architecture for Variable Block Size Integer Motion Estimation in H.264/AVC Yang SONG†a) , Student Member, Zhenyu LIU†† , Nonmember, Satoshi GOTO† , Fellow, and Takeshi IKENAGA† , Member



SUMMARY Because of the data correlation in the motion estimation (ME) algorithm of H.264/AVC reference software, it is diﬃcult to implement an eﬃcient ME hardware architecture. In order to make parallel processing feasible, four modified hardware friendly ME workflows are proposed in this paper. Based on these workflows, a scalable full search ME architecture is presented, which has following characteristics: (1) The sum of absolute diﬀerences (SAD) results of 4 × 4 sub-blocks is accumulated and reused to calculate SADs of bigger sub-blocks. (2) The number of PE groups is configurable. For a search range of M×N pixels, where M is width and N is height, up to M PE groups can be configured to work in parallel with a peak processing speed of N×16 clock cycles to fulfill a full search variable block size ME (VBSME). (3) Only conventional single port SRAM is required, which makes this architecture suitable for standard-cellbased implementation. A design with 8 PE groups has been realized with TSMC 0.18 µm CMOS technology. The core area is 2.13 mm × 1.60 mm and clock frequency is 228 MHz in typical condition (1.8 V, 25◦ C). key words: variable block size motion estimation (VBSME), H.264/AVC, very large scale integration (VLSI) architecture



1.



Introduction



H.264/AVC, the newest video coding standard, was jointly developed by the ITU-T Video Coding Experts group and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts group. The goals of H.264/AVC are to enhance compression eﬃciency and provide network friendly video representation for various applications [1]. Compared with previous standards, H.264/AVC adopts many new features, which include variable block sizes motion compensation, quarter-sample-accurate motion compensation, multiple reference picture motion compensation, in-the-loop deblocking filtering and so on [2]. These new characteristics make compression eﬃciency of H.264/AVC outperform pervious coding standards up to 50% on various bit rates and video resolutions [1]. Like other standards, ME is the most computation intensive part in H.264/AVC. Moreover, up to 7 block sizes and 1/4-pixel resolution motion vector (MV) are adopted in H.264/AVC [3], which put heavy burden on processing unit and make traditional ME architectures incompatible. The 7 Manuscript received June 27, 2005. Manuscript revised October 3, 2005. Final manuscript received November 14, 2005. † The authors are with the Graduate School of Information, Production and Systems, Waseda University, Kitakyushu-shi, 8080135 Japan. †† The author is with Kitakyushu Foundation for the Advancement of Industry Science and Technology, Kitakyushu-shi, 8080135 Japan. a) E-mail: [email protected] DOI: 10.1093/ietfec/e89–a.4.979



Fig. 1



Variable block sizes in H.264/AVC.



kinds of block sizes within one MB are shown in Fig. 1. In H.264/AVC reference software, the best matching position is calculated by Lagrangian cost, which includes both the residual cost and MV cost. However, the calculation of MV cost introduces data correlation among adjacent sub-partitions and makes parallel processing of all blocks within one MB infeasible. Moreover, for each block, its search range center is not fixed and then the overlapped search area data cannot be reused. To eliminate these demerits, four hardware-oriented ME workflows are proposed in this paper. Diﬀerent video sequences are simulated to clarify the eﬀects on encoding performance. Based on the proposed ME workflows, a scalable full search ME architecture for H.264/AVC is presented, which has following characteristics: (1) Due to the results reusing methodology adopted, total 41 MVs of diﬀerent block sizes in one MB can be calculated in one full search ME operation. (2) Both the reference frame and current MB data are stored in conventional single port SRAM and no broadcasting signals are required. Therefore, the architecture is suitable for standard-cell-based implementation. (3) The processing element (PE) number in this design is configurable. If the search range in reference frame is M×N, where M is width and N is height, up to M PE groups could be configured to work in parallel with N×16 clock cycles to accomplish one VBSME operation. In fact, any m PE groups could be configured as long as m is a factor of M and the correspondent full search VBSME time is (M×N×16)/m clock cycles. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the ME algorithm in H.264/AVC is presented. Four proposed ME workflows and their corresponding performance analysis are discussed in Sect. 3. A VLSI architecture for ME in H.264/AVC is proposed in Sect. 4. The silicon de-
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Fig. 2



MVP calculation process in H.264/AVC.



sign and performance analysis are given in Sect. 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sect. 6. 2.



ME Algorithm in H.264/AVC Reference Software



ME algorithm is the most computation intensive part in the encoding process. In H.264/AVC reference software, ME process is conducted in the following steps: 1). Integer ME (IME) is firstly performed on integer pixels to find the best matching integer position. 2). Fractional ME (FME) is then conducted on 1/2 and 1/4 pixels, which are around the best integer position found in 1), to enhance the coding eﬃciency. 3). Mode decision is then performed to decide the MB block mode. In this paper, our modification only concentrates on the IME process. FME and mode decision are the same as H.264/AVC reference software and will not be further discussed. During IME, for a specific block size, its motion cost is decided by both its SAD and motion vector difference (MVD), as shown in Eq. (1), where λ is the Lagrangian multiplier, and R(m − p) is the number of bits to code the MVD. m = m(mv x , mvy )T is the current MV and p = p(mvp x , mvpy )T is the predicated MV (MVP). J(m, λ) = S AD(s, c(m)) + λ × R(m − p)



(1)



From above discussion, it can be seen that MVP is required to calculate the motion cost of one block. In H.264/AVC, MVP for one block is predicted from its neighboring blocks, as shown in Fig. 2. The explanation is given as follows: 1). For all block size exclude 16×8 and 8×16, the MVP of current block is the median of MVA , MVB and MVC , as shown in Eq. (2). MVP = median(MVA , MVB , MVC )



(2)



2). For block size of 8 × 16, the MVPs of the left block and right block are MVA and MVC , respectively. 3). For block size of 16 × 8, the MVPs of the upper block and lower block are MVA and MVB , respectively.



Fig. 3 Reference frame buﬀer (MB Size is 16 × 16 with a search range of [−16, +15].



4). For special cases, the MVP calculation process will be modified accordingly and details can be found in [3]. From the above discussion, we can find there exist data dependency during the ME process within one MB. For example, for the four 4 × 4 blocks within the top-left 8 × 8 block in Fig. 2(a), we must process them in the order of E, F, G and H. Block E is firstly processed because its MVP can be directly calculated from its surrounding sub-blocks, which are outside of the current MB. However, block F can not be processed until ME process for block E is finished. This because MVPF requires MVE . This data dependence also exist in ME process of blocks G and H. Besides the data correlation for blocks within one MB, in H.264/AVC, the search range center for each block is determined by its MVP. Because the MVPs for adjacent MBs have various values, the overlapped search area for adjacent two MBs is irregular. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 3, because the overlapped area of two adjacent search windows is irregular and instable, when the ME process for MB A is accomplished, this overlapped area is diﬃcult to be reused for the ME process of MB B. An easy way is totally refilling the search area. However, this approach will greatly increase the memory bandwidth. 3.



Proposed IME Workflows



From the IME algorithm discussed in Sect. 2, we can find that two issues make it is diﬃcult to design an eﬃcient ME architecture. Firstly, the calculation of motion cost causes data correlation among sub-blocks within one MB and makes parallel processing infeasible. Secondly, for each
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Fig. 4 UMVP calculation algorithm (All 41 sub-blocks in one MB share the same UMVP, which is the median of MVA , MVB and MVC ).



Fig. 5



Fixed search range center ([0,0]).



block, the search range center is determined by its MVP, which incurs irregular and instable overlapped search area and makes it can not be easily reused. To eliminate the data correlation in the IME process, as proposed in [4], one way is to directly set the λ parameter in Eq. (1) to 0, which means only the SAD cost is taken into account. Therefore, the data dependency within one MB is removed. Another way is more complex, rather than calculating the exact MVP for each block, a uniform MVP (UMVP) is proposed, which is the MVP of current MB, as shown in Fig. 4. For all 41 sub-blocks within one MB, they share the same UMVP. Because UMVP is derived from the MVs outside current MB, data correlation within the MB is then eliminated and all blocks can be processed in parallel. To save the memory bandwidth, for each block, as discussed in [5], its search range center can be fixed to [0, 0] rather than its MVP. Therefore, the overlapped reference frame data for adjacent blocks can be reused. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 5, with a search range of [−16,+15], the adjacent two MBs can share 2/3 of the search frame data and then save lots of memory bandwidth. Based on the two modifications, four IME workflows for H.264/AVC are proposed, as shown in Table 1. In practice, ALG3 is the modified ME prediction flow proposed in [4] and the others are proposed by us. For the motion cost of a block, two options are provided: (1) Only SAD is considered. (2) Both SAD and MVD are taken into account, but the MVD is calculated by MV and UMVP. Both options



Proposed IME workflows.



Algorithms



Motion Cost



Search Range Center



JM 8.1a ALG1 ALG2 ALG3 ALG4



SAD & MVP SAD SAD & UMVP SAD SAD & UMVP



MVP UMVP UMVP [0,0] [0,0]



eliminate the data correlation and support parallel processing of all sub-blocks within one MB. For the search range center, two options are also available: (1) Search range center is fixed to [0, 0]. (2) Search range center is decided by UMVP. Eight video sequences with QCIF, CIF and HDTV720p resolutions are simulated to verify the coding eﬃciency of the proposed workflows. The test conditions are I-P-PP..., CAVLC, Hadamard transform. For QCIF and CIF sequences, 5 reference frames are used with a search range of [−16, +15]. For HDTV720p sequence, 2 reference frames are simulated and the search range is [−64, +63]. The R-D curves are shown in Fig. 6. From above experiments, we can see that except the Stefan sequence, the performance of the four proposed ME workflows are almost the same and the coding loss is less than 1%. We think this mainly dues to: (1) During ME, it is the SAD, not the MVD, that dominates the motion cost [4]. Therefore, omitting the MVD will not bring much performance degradation. (2) For frame with adequate search range, the exact MVP has a high possibility to locate in the search range which center is fixed to [0,0]. Therefore, whether using UMVP or [0,0] as search range center will not greatly impact the coding quality. A similar report can also be found in [6]. However, for Stefan sequence, the four proposed workflows have diﬀerent performance. The ALG1 and ALG2 which use UMVP as search range center have almost the same performance as JM8.1a. The ALG3 and ALG4 which fix search range center to [0,0] have a visible coding loss. The reason is that Stefan sequence has fast movements, when the search range is 32 × 32 and centered to [0,0], the real MVs are out of the search area. This problem can be solved by two methods: One way is to increase the search range as discussed in [4], which means the increasing of computation. Another way is to use the UMVP as the search range center, which incurs the augment of memory bandwidth. According to the application requirements, users can make tradeoﬀ between hardware cost and bandwidth to overcome this problem. During our experiments, ALG1 and ALG2 have almost the same performance and this is also true for ALG3 and ALG4. Therefore, ALG1 and ALG3 are more preferable because the UMVP calculation is eliminated and then hardware cost and power consumption can be reduced. For ALG1 and ALG3, if the application has enough search range, ALG3 is preferable because overlapped search area can be reused. Otherwise, ALG1 is the preferred because PSNR loss is negligible.
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Fig. 6



The rate and distortion comparison for proposed workflows.



At last, some conclusions are given here: (1) By adopting the UMVP, we can achieve almost the same performance as the original H.264/AVC reference software. Moreover, data correlation within one MB is eliminated, which makes parallel processing feasible. (2) The motion cost of one block can be directly calculated by SAD. This can decrease the computation complexity and only slightly impact the coding eﬃciency. (3) For frame with relative large search



range, the search range center for each block can be directly fixed to [0,0] to save memory bandwidth and the coding loss is also acceptable. A scalable IME architecture is proposed in the following section, which can support both ALG1 and ALG3 by adopting diﬀerent reference frame data schedule approaches.
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4.



IME Hardware Architecture



4.1 ME Architecture Overview Because ME is the most computation intensive part in video coding process, various architectures have been proposed. For example, a 1-D and a 2-D systolic array ME architecture are proposed in [7] and [8], respectively. Some reviews on ME architecture can be found in [9]–[12]. However, previous ME architectures can not easily be adopted by H.264/AVC because they can not fully support all the 7 block modes adopted by H.264/AVC. Till recently, a 1-D architecture [13] and a 2-D architecture [4] are presented, both of which can support all the block modes in H.264/AVC. However, these architectures have their inherent drawbacks. The major demerit of 1-D system is its slow processing speed. More PE groups can be applied to overcome this problem. However, this will increase the hardware cost. Compared with 1-D architecture, 2-D system has a higher performance. But it still has demerits. Firstly, because the current frame is stored in the processing elements (PE) array, there should be broadcasting signals from reference frame data and read-write ports of the PE arrays. This long net delay impacts the clock frequency. Secondly, the 2-D hardware is not fully utilized with conventional SRAM because of pipeline bubbles. In order to fully utilize hardware, the reference frame storage memory must be divided into two partitions and each PE must add a multiplexer to choose its input data between them [4]. This scheme not only increases the hardware complexity but also increases the scale of the PE array. 4.2 Proposed ME Architecture To overcome these demerits, a scalable hardware architecture is proposed to perform full search VBSME for H.264/AVC. Assume the search range is M×N pixels, where M is width while N is height, m PE groups can be scheduled to work in parallel, as long as m is a factor of M. For each PE group, the corresponding processing time is (16×M×N)/m with a sub-search range of (M/m)×N. For example, if the search range is 32×32 pixels, we can choose 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32 PE groups to perform the full search ME operation and their corresponding sub search ranges are 32 × 32, 16 × 32, 8 × 32, 4 × 32, 2 × 32 and 1 × 32 pixels. In order to illustrate the architecture, a design with 8 PE groups is implemented with a search range of 32 × 32 pixels. So for each PE, the sub-search area is 4 × 32 pixels and processing time is 16×4×32 clock cycles. This architecture is shown in Fig. 7. If the pipeline latency is not taken into account, it costs one PE group 16 clock cycles to calculate all 41 SADs in one search position. For example, at clock cycle 15, PE group0 finishes the SAD computation at search position [0,0], at clock 31, it finishes the operation at search position [0,1] and so on. At clock 511, every PE group reaches the search



Fig. 7



ME architecture with 8 PE groups.



position [0,31] and finishes the search in the first column. From clock 512 to 1023, each PE group performs the search at the second column position. The rest search can be traced by analogy. When one PE group gets the SAD at a new search position, it compares this new value with the stored one and saves the minimum SAD and associated MV. The data flow schedule from clock cycle 0 to clock cycle 511 is shown in Table 2. The other flows from 512 to 2047 are the same. At cycle 2047, each PE group finishes the search operation in its own 4 × 32 sub-search area and gets 41 local minimum SADs and their correspondent MVs. From cycle 2048, the selector is active and chooses the 41 global minimum SADs from these PE groups. In order to decrease system critical path delay, every PE group adopts a three-stage pipeline architecture and achieves 100% hardware utilization. In stage 1, 4 × 1 SADs are calculated. In stage 2, 4 × 4, 4 × 8 and 8 × 4 SADs are obtained. In stage 3, 8 × 8, 8 × 16, 16 × 8 and 16 × 16 SADs are generated. In the first stage, 16 pixels of one row in current MB and one row in search area are fed in. The partial SADs of the neighboring four pixels in the same row are calculated and latched to the second stage, as shown in Fig. 8. The second stage calculates sixteen SADs of 4 × 4 blocks, eight SADs of 4 × 8 blocks and eight SADs of 8 × 4 blocks in one MB, as shown in Fig. 9. The detailed hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 10. SAD4 × 4 X (X: 015) registers store the minimum SAD of sixteen 4×4 blocks, SAD4 × 8 X (X: 0-7) store the minimum SAD of eight 4 × 8 blocks and SAD8 × 4 X (X: 0-7) store the minimum SAD of eight 8 × 4 blocks. Stage 2 consists of 4 sub-blocks, namely p 0, p 1, p 2 and p 3. These four blocks have the similar data flow, so we just describe the workflow of p 3 to demonstrate the principle of stage 2. In p 3, the register “sum inter 3” and the adder bellow function as an accumulator. In every four clock cycles, a new 4 × 4 SAD is generated. Diﬀerent SAD4 × 4 X registers are multiplexed to be compared with this SAD value at diﬀerent time. To be specific, SAD4×4 0 is compared at 16i + 3 clock cycle, SAD4 × 4 4 is compared at 16i + 7 clock cycle, SAD4 × 4 8 is compared at 16i + 11 clock cycle and
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PE Group0 15 i=0



15



|C(i, 0)−R(i, 0)|



i=0 |C(i, 1)−R(i, 1)|



15



...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i, 14)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i, 15)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 0)−R(i, 1)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 1)−R(i, 2)|



15



...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i, 15)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i, 16)|



Data flow schedule.



PE Group1 15



...



|C(i, 0)−R(i+4, 0)|



...



i=0 |C(i, 1)−R(i+4, 1)|



...



i=0



15



...



...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i+4, 14)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i+4, 15)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 0)−R(i+4, 1)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 1)−R(i+4, 2)|



...



...



...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i+4, 15)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i+4, 16)|



...



15



15



PE Group6 15 i=0



15



PE Group7



|C(i, 0)−R(i+24, 0)|



i=0 |C(i, 1)−R(i+24, 1)|



15



...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i+24, 14)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i+24, 15)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 0)−R(i+24, 1)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 1)−R(i+24, 2)|



... ... ...



15



...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i+24, 15)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i+24, 16)|



...



15 i=0



|C(i, 0)−R(i+28, 0)|



i=0



|C(i, 1)−R(i+28, 1)|



15 15



...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i+28, 14)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i+28, 15)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 0)−R(i+28, 1)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 1)−R(i+28, 2)|



15



...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i+28, 15)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i+28, 16)|



............ 496 497 ...



15



i=0 |C(i, 0)−R(i, 31)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 1)−R(i, 32)|



15



...



15



i=0 |C(i, 0)−R(i+4, 31)|



...



|C(i, 1)−R(i+4, 32)|



...



15



i=0



...



...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i+4, 45)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i+4, 46)|



...



15



511



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i, 45)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i, 46)|



Fig. 8



PE group pipeline stage1 architecture.



510



SAD4 × 4 12 is compared at 16i + 15 clock cycle. If the new SAD is less than the stored one, the register is updated. As mentioned before, data reusing methodology is adopted in this architecture. To calculate 4×8 SAD, at clock 16i + 3, the 4 × 4 SAD from accumulator is stored in tmp 3 register. At clock 16i + 7, the saved value in tmp 3 is combined with the SAD from accumulator to get the SAD values for SAD4 × 8 0 blocks. The same operations are performed to calculate SAD4 × 8 4 at clock 16i + 11 and 16i + 15. In order to calculate 8 × 4 SAD, the 4 × 4 block SAD from p 3 are combined with the values from p 2 to generate 8 × 4 block SAD. The 8 × 4 block SAD registers, which include SAD8×4 0, SAD8×4 2, SAD8×4 4 and SAD8×4 6 are multiplexed to compare with this value at clock 16i + 3, 16i + 7, 16i + 11 and 16i + 15, respectively. To fulfill the data reuse methodology, in every four clock cycles, the 8 ×



...



15 i=0 15 i=0



15



|C(i, 0)−R(i+24, 31)| |C(i, 1)−R(i+24, 32)| ...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i+24, 45)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i+24, 46)|



Fig. 9



15 i=0



|C(i, 0)−R(i+28, 31)|



i=0



|C(i, 1)−R(i+28, 32)|



15 15



...



i=0 |C(i, 14)−R(i+28, 45)| 15 i=0 |C(i, 15)−R(i+28, 46)|



The 41 SADs within one MB.



4 SADs are also latched down to the third stage for other SADs computation. The third stage architecture is shown in Fig. 11. The SADs of 8 × 4 blocks are reused to generate SADs of 8 × 8, 16 × 8, 8 × 16 and 16 × 16 blocks, as illustrated in Fig. 9. The data flow in this stage is similar to the second stage. At clock 16i + 7 and 16i + 15, 8 × 8 block SADs and 16 × 8 block SADs could be obtained, at clock 16i + 15, 8 × 16 and
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Hardware cost for the design. Area(Gates)



8 PE Groups Current MB Buﬀer Search Area Buﬀer Others Total Size



Table 4 Stage1 Stage2 Stage3 Total Size



Fig. 10



Hardware cost for one PE group. Area(Gates) Percentage(%) 5630 27.5% 11345 55.3% 3525 17.2% 20.94K Gates



PE group pipeline Stage2 architecture. Fig. 12



Fig. 11



PE group pipeline Stage3 architecture.



16 × 16 block SADs could be calculated. Because datapath in this stage is wider than the one in stage2, the critical data path in this stage is longer than the one in the second stage. But it should be pointed out that the inputs to the third stage are updated in every 4 clock cycles. As a consequence, the data paths in this stage are multi-cycle ones. This character is good for hardware implementation. We can choose low power, small area and slow components to implement the logic in this stage. 5.



Percentage(%)



167.56K 66.0% 16.66K 6.6% 56.64K 22.3% 13.01K 5.1% 253.87K Gates



Hardware Implementation and Performance Analysis



5.1 Hardware Implementation The design with 8 PE groups is implemented with a search



Silicon layout.



range of 32 × 32 and can handle all block modes in H.264/AVC. This design is realized by Verilog and synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler with a total gate count of 253.87K, as listed in Table 3. The current MB has 16 × 16 pixels and search area is 47 × 47 pixels. In order to make physical implementation convenient, one pixel is extended in both vertical and horizontal directions. Therefore, the search area is 48 × 48 pixels. For one PE group, the corresponding hardware cost is 20.94K, as listed in Table 4. This design is placed and routed by Synopsys Astro with TSMC 0.18 µm standard-cell CMOS technology. The core area is 2.13 mm × 1.60 mm, which is shown in Fig. 12. In typical work condition (1.8 V, 25◦ C), the maximum frequency is 228 MHz. 5.2 Scalability and Performance Analysis In the proposed architecture, one PE group is the smallest configuration granularity and the corresponding hardware cost is 21K gates. According to the frame size and search range, the number of PE groups can be flexibly configured to satisfy diﬀerent processing requirements. It takes one PE group 16 cycles to fulfill VBSME operation on one search position. If the clock period is TCLK , the corresponding processing time is 16×TCLK . For a frame with size of W×H pixels and search range of M×N pixels and frame rate of F frames/second, where is W frame width, H is frame height, M is search range width and N is search range height, the processing requirement (search positions per second) is shown in Eq. (3).
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CIF VGA 4CIF 525SD



PE group number versus video applications. Frame Size



Search Range



Frame Rate



PE Group Number



352 × 288 640 × 480 704 × 576 720 × 480



32 × 32 48 × 32 48 × 32 56 × 48



30 Hz 30 Hz 30 Hz 30 Hz



1 4 6 8



Table 6



Granularity Scale (PE) Granularity Size (Gates) Throughput (pos/s) Process Technology Working Conditions Frequency



Table 7



Hardware Granularity Hardware Cost Max Frequency (Post-Synthesis)



Performance comparison. 2-D Array Architecture



This Work



256 PEs 127.7 K Gates



1 PE Group (16 PEs) 21 K Gates



202 MHz



237.5 MHz



Architecture scalability comparison. 1-D Array Design [13]



2-D Array Design [4]



This Work



16 PEs



256 PEs



1 PE Group (16PEs)



61K



91K



21K



16 Cycles



1 Cycle



16 Cycles



TSMC 0.13 µm – Post-Synthesis 294 MHz



TSMC 0.35 µm – Post-Layout 66.67 MHz



TSMC 0.18 µm Typical Post-Layout 228 MHz



H W × ×M×N×F 16 16



search-position/s



(3)



For real time VBSME, the number of PE groups should satisfy the inequation  W ×H × M ×N ×F  NUMPE Group ≥ × 16 × TCLK (4) 16 × 16 For example, in order to process QCIF (176×144) with 32×32 search range and 30 Hz frame rate, the required number of PE groups can be calculated as following (TCLK is 4.39 ns in our design).   176×144×32 ×32×30 NUMPE Group ≥ × 16×TCLK 16 × 16 = 0.21 (5) Therefore, only one PE group can realize real time VBSME. The number of PE groups versus some typical applications are listed in Table 5. The configuration granularity for various VBSME architectures is listed in Table 6. The throughput in the table is defined by the number of clock cycles to fulfill VBSME on one search position. For the 2-D design in [4], during its IME process, only SAD is considered and the search range center is fixed to [0,0]. In practice, this is the ALG3 in this paper. For the 1-D design in [13], only SAD is used in its IME process and the search range center is not discussed. However, because only the hardware cost of PE array is taken into account, the selection of search range center only aﬀects the bandwidth between the on-chip SRAM and oﬀ-chip memory and will not hinder the fairness of comparisons. Compared with 1-D architecture [13], our design has the same throughput, but with a much smaller hardware cost. Compared with 2-D architecture [4], the area-performance eﬃciency (throughput per gate) of 2-D design is higher than



the proposed one. This because only 4 × 4 partial SAD is stored in 2-D design, the other bigger SADs are directly calculated and delivered outside without storage. Therefore, many partial SAD registers which are used in our design are eliminated in the 2-D architecture. It is diﬃcult to directly compare our design with the 2-D architecture because they are implemented with diﬀerent technology. In order to make comparison feasible, the 2-D design in [4] is also realized by us. This architecture is described by Verilog and synthesized by Synopsys Design Compiler with TSMC 0.18 µm technology. Under the worst operating condition (1.62 V, 125◦ C), the performance comparisons are shown in Table 7. It can be seen that when 6 PE groups are configured to work in parallel, we have the same hardware cost as the 2-D design. The corresponding processing capability (search-position/s) can be calculated in Eq. (6). Processing Capability = NumPE



Group



×



1 16 × TCLK



1 16 × 4.39 ns = 85.5M search-position/s (6)



= 6×



Therefore, for video applications which the real-time processing requirement below 85.5M search positions per second, the proposed design is more eﬃcient; Otherwise, the 2-D design is more preferable. This processing capability corresponds to the frame size of 4CIF (704 × 576) at 30 Hz with a search range of 48 × 32. However, the proposed architecture has following merits: (1) Compared with 1-D architecture, our design can effectively reduce the hardware cost while provides the same processing capability. (2) In comparison with 2-D design, a higher clock frequency can be achieved in our architecture. (3) The proposed ME architecture has the smallest hardware granularity, which means it has more flexibility between performance and hardware cost. According to the processing requirements, the number of PE groups can be easily configured to achieve real time VBSME without hardware waste. For instance, in order to real time conduct VBSME on CIF video at 30Hz with a search range of 48 × 32, if all under a clock frequency of 220 MHz, we need two 1-D array ME architecture [13] or one 2-D array ME architecture [4] to satisfy the requirement. The corresponding hardware costs are 122K gates and 91K gates, respectively. For the proposed design, we also need two PE groups but the hardware cost is only 42K gates. It is clear that our design can satisfy the requirement with the smallest hardware cost.
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6.



Conclusions
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